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With my whole heart have I sought thce; O let me not wander from thy commandments. Thy word have I
hid in my heart, that I might not sin against thee. Ps. 119:10,11

There is a tremendous gap between the ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ and the church, with regard to the establishment of the church, and how the church emerged into history. How did confessedly "unlearned, ignorant men" (Acts 4:13) make such an impact on the world, and helped to establish a new culture that reshaped the face of all Western civilization? What was the origin of the theological truths of the New Testament? How is the teaching of the Epistles, related to the teaching of the
Gospels? How is it that a movement that began among Jews, centered on a Jewish Savior, founded on
Jewish scriptures, became a "faith" mainly espoused by Gentiles (non-Jewish) today? The book of
Acts answers these, and other like questions, and is the only existing link between the ministry' and
teaching of Christ, and the essentials of our faith, communicated by the epistles of Paul, and the
other new testament writers. The book of Acts is not a unit, but is a sequel to the Luke (where Luke
drops off, Acts begins). There is no doubt, they are two volumes of the same work.
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1:1-11
1:12-8:3
8;4 - 11:18
11:19-21:16
21:17-28:31

Introduction
The Origin of the Church
The Period of Transition
The Expansion of the Gentiles
The Imprisonment & Defense of Paul

1. Who wrote the book of Acts. & what was his profession? A.Peter B.James C.Paul D.Luke
E. caipenter F. fisherman G. tent maker H. physician
scripture
2. The disciples were told by Jesus to wait in Jerusalem for the promise of the Father. What is this promise?
A. power from on High B. eternal life C. The Holy Spirit
scripture
3. After Jesus" resurrection, Fie made at least 12 appearances to different people over a
A. 12 B. 24 C. 33 D. 40 E. 7
scripture

day period.

4. The last words of Jesus to Flis disciples before being taken up into the clouds was...
A. a command B. a promise C. a command & a promise D. neither command or promise
5. What is the name of the place where Jesus gives His last words to the 12 before being taken up.
A. Mt. Horeb B. Mt. Calvary- C. Mt. Olivet D. Mt. Moriah
scripture
6. When the disciples came from Jesus" departure, they came back to Jerusalem to an upper room. Including the disciples, there about
people gathered there praying & waiting.
A. 100 B. 212 C. 120 D. 153
" "
scripture

